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Introduction - L. R. Hiatt

In 1959 Mr W.C. Wentworth prepared a document entitled 'An Australian Institute for Aboriginal Studies'. Inspired partly by UNESCO developments overseas, it argued for a comprehensive and co-ordinated effort by the Australian Government to record for posterity what remained of the culture of the Australian Aborigines. This objective, Mr Wentworth believed, was probably the most important specific task currently facing Australian scholarship. If it was not undertaken immediately, he said, 'humanity will lose something of permanent value and we Australians, as its custodians, will lay ourselves open to perpetual reproach'.
Mr Wentworth's initiative led to the establishment of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies by Act of Parliament in 1964. I have no doubt that when, in 1959, he identified 'we Australians' as the custodians of Aboriginal culture, he was referring primarily to European white Australians. That would have been the enlightened concept of the times. Few could have imagined then, that twenty odd years later the Principal of this budding Institute, and the Deputy Chairman of its Council, would themselves be of Aboriginal descent. Nor would it have seemed credible that the concept of custodianship, as epitomised by the Institute, might become a rallying point for Aboriginal dignity and pride, and a source of hope for a future in which the achievements of the first inhabitants of this country would be regarded not just as subjects of scientific curiosity but as objects of genuine admiration.
This, in fact, is how it has turned out, and the first to acknowledge and applaud it would be that most progressive of Australian citizens W.C. Wentworth. The Wentworth Lectures were inaugurated in 1978 to pay tribute to his vision, and simultaneously to bring to a wider public the findings and viewpoints of scholars eminent in particular fields of Aboriginal studies.
This is the third Wentworth Lecture, the first having been given by Rhys Jones on Australian prehistory, and the second by Margaret Valadian on Aboriginal education. My duty tonight in introducing the Wentworth Lecture for 1982 is a pleasant but quite unnecessary one. Professor Ronald Berndt needs no introduction from me or anyone else. He is undoubtedly the foremost living authority on the social and cultural life of the indigenous inhabitants of Australia. In collaboration with his wife Catherine, he has published works on all aspects of the subject on the basis of their first band experience of Aboriginal communities in various parts of Amhem Land, and the Northern Territory, Western Australia and South Australia. Their writings are standard references at all levels of teaching and research from primary school to postgraduate scholarship; and in all parts of the world where there is an interest in the Australian Aborigines. It is a massive and unprecedented achievement in Aboriginal Studies and one unlikely to be repeated.
It is with great pleasure, then, Ladies and Gentlemen, that I give you Professor Berndt.


Looking ahead through the past
The Wentworth Lecture, 1982.

It is an honour of which I am deeply conscious to have been asked to give this third Wentworth Lecture, as one of the ritual features of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies' biennial meeting. I do not know just when Mr W.C. Wentworth - that incorrigible back-bencher, as he then was - had his original vision of a national body which would be dedicated to Australian Aboriginal research. We first met Bill in 1958 when he discussed with us what he had in mind. I must admit that initially we thought his vision to be simply that - idealistic, but no more than a pipedream. But that was in those far-distant pre-ABINST days, which I may be excused for characterizing as an anthropological age of innocence. The plans were, however, one product of his fertile imagination which, happily, led to positive results, in the face of some opposition and a great deal of indifference. How far the emerging reality coincided with what he had seen in his vision is another matter. That is for him to tell us, What is more immediately relevant to us here is that quality we call imagination. In a sense, this is the underlying theme, or implication of my talk, taking ‘imagination' as what the Oxford Dictionary calls a ‘creative faculty of the human mind' stimulated by and inseparable from enquiry. I don't mean simply ‘curiosity'. Curiosity can be a trigger, or an incentive. It can provide motives for enquiry, prompting questions about who and when and how and why. But enquiry implies a more or less systematic follow-through, going beyond mere curiosity rather like the contrast between a preliminary hunch and a serious investigation. 
The 1961 Conference on Aboriginal Studies which preceded the formation of the Institute was concerned with collating and assessing previous research in this field, in order to plan what needed to be done next. The Conference tried to look ahead through the past as a guide to action in the future. All people, everywhere, are bound to their own past in one way or another, and to some awareness of that past; and it is this perspective, perhaps more than others, which qualifies them to be regarded as human. Radcliffe-Brown and, long before his anthropological articulation, Australian Aborigines, recognized the social value of the past in the present: not the past per se but particular elements of that past, including the inevitability of change. Wentworth, drawing on evidence from the past, had the imagination and ability to conceptualize an approach which looked ahead to the future. That was not done without enquiry. A basis must be established if imagination is to take successful flight.
Throughout the course of my fieldwork and anthropological writing, two primary aspects have interested me. One is the issue of innovation in Aboriginal society. Very early in my first research period at Ooldea, I rejected the view that traditional Aboriginal life was static, with little or no room for flexibility or innovation. Of course, cultural imperatives did limit the range of opportunities for both of these - but they were present nonetheless. Imaginative ingenuity was, and is, manifested most obviously in the field of the arts, and not only the visual and dramatic arts. It is conspicuous in myth and song, especially in terms of variations on specific themes - themes which, in turn, are linked to familiar surroundings or familiar situations and interests.
Think of the deep concern for land among Western Desert people. Many of their verbal and non-verbal comments on life are expressed in relation to country and to the natural environment. Yet, that apparent simplicity masks considerable complexity. In north-eastern Arnhem Land, in contrast, complexity is much more visible (and audible). And, still continuing the theme of people and their environment, in western Arnhem Land hundreds of myths and quasi historical accounts and contemporary warnings about the Rainbow Snake suggest that people were victims of an almost unpredictable fate or destiny and there was little they could do about it - a view which in a sense has been borne out by the impact of the massive uranium mining in that region. Such themes, and many other, have not been adequately explored anthropologically, although some beginnings have been made. If they were considered in conjunction with attempts to identify particular cultural style, or ethos, they could reveal interesting insights into how members of Aboriginal societies traditionally saw themselves and how they envisaged the meaning of life. It is within this area of endeavour that Aboriginal imagination flourishes - imagination as opposed to fantasy, which is so often confused with it.
The other complementary aspect revolves round the general issue of enquiry. The questions people ask, and how they ask them, and with what expectations, provide an evaluative grid, which should help us to understand a people's adaptation to changing circumstances.

Asking questions
Aborigines did not live at one of the cross-roads of the world, and it is only fairly recently that they were subjected to large-scale alien intrusion. This meant that, on the whole, they had to rely on what was available within their own continent, and especially within their own regional zones of interaction, including their range of trade and exchange and religious linkages. In other words, they themselves were mostly responsible for their own civilization; they had to rely more on themselves than on others. Because of the nature of the environment, particularly in less fertile areas, personal and social security were matters of major concern. Up to a point, everything else had to be subordinated to them. Consequently, enquiry in a more general sense was at a minimum. It would have been risky to ask too many open-ended or change-oriented questions, because the structure of consensus was, had to be, upheld if the way of life that had proved more or less satisfactory in the past was to continue to be so in the future. Superficially, all this is true. But it is a half-truth. As a so-called ‘truth' it has engendered such comments from teachers as ‘Aboriginal children just don't ask questions?' Knapp(1981:6) quotes statements to the effect that 'Why'-type questions were discouraged in traditional contexts. That assumption - a false assumption, in my experience - has led to a more far-reaching claim which postulates cognitive differences or differences in modes of thinking between Aborigines and (for example) Europeans. I do not propose to examine this cognitive fallacy here. As Knapp notes, if there are any such differences, a point which is highly debatable and needs much more discussion, they are over-emphasized. The issue, of course, is not a cognitive one - not in relation to what can be called deep-seated differences in the processes of thinking - but a social one. It is also a matter of differing premises, culturally based.
When discussions take place between traditionally oriented Aborigines and outsiders, Aborigines have sometimes shown a lack of sustained curiosity about the outside world - except in regard to individual persons, or scenes’ that link with their own experiences. Concern for their own affairs and their own local interests seems to discourage broader enquiry outside their own areas of direct experience. But this is a special case, a special kind of situation. The problem is one of what they perceive as being relevant to themselves, having a bearing on their own lives.
In the give and take of everyday living, especially in northern areas, questions are an accepted part of conversation and discussion. It is, therefore, not so much whether people ask questions, but rather the type of questions,, and the expectations they may have about obtaining answers - and, of course, what kind of answers. The most common questions are those which are expected to bring a more or less immediate response - for instance, where so and so is to be found; the identification of particular things and persons, and a range of other matters of practical concern. Even if people already know the answer, or think they know, that in itself is not a deterrent to asking.
Some myth and song-sequences provide conventionalized examples. At the mythological level, in the great Djaŋ'gau song epic of north-eastern Arnhem Land, one of the characters, the ‘stooge', Bralbral, continually asks questions of the two Sisters and the Djaŋ'gau Brother. I take a couple of lines from each of two songs belonging to the 188 which make up the Yirrkala version I recorded in 1946-47. For example:
What is that, waridj, before us? 
Drag the paddles, rest the paddles. 
There before us, waridj Bralbral, 
That is the morning pigeon, [calling out] as it saw
 	the darkness clearing.

na digam waridj ŋadjil
danar wariyuwa danar ŋuyu 
ŋadjil ŋali waridj bralbral
daŋum djigaina druban naŋal . . .
Primary singer Mawulan, 
Riradjiŋu mada, dua moiety. 
(R. Berndt, 1952. song 22, p. 76)
And:
What is this, waridj Djaŋ'gau?
That crying, waridj [from the sacred tree], 
that is a parakeet,
Murmuring, red breast feathers gleaming [in 
the sunlight].

na digam waridj djaŋ’ gau
ŋadi duwanma waridj dwibim-manalri 
ŋulugdun-nanyin gwoyumŋin dalwarara . .
Primary singer as above. 
(R. Bemdt, 1952. song 33, p. 97)

This stylistic device, in the song cycle, permits information about the travels of the mythic Djaŋ'gau to unfold at the level of action rather than description. There are many such instances of this. For example, in one dua moiety bushfire song sequence in that region, a singer asks: ‘Who lit that fire?' ‘Who set the grass alight so that the flames sweep across the face of that country?' And he answers these questions himself, singing their names: 'It is the spirit people of that country, always there, looking after it . . .' (C. & R. Berndt, 1971/1973: 56-57). The answers are straightforward, even though they allow symbolic allusion to be revealed. Nevertheless, these responses are circumscribed, and already known. They resemble ex cathedra statements which do not ordinarily provoke additional queries and are designed as final answers. It is true that, apart from practical matters, most answers are of this kind. The reasons are obvious, in that such discourse takes place within a closed system and is essentially conservative.
On the other hand, there do seem to be examples which allow an element of speculation to appear. ‘Gossip' songs in western Arnhem Land provide such an avenue, actually at two levels. At one, interpersonal events and attitudes are revealed in song, while listeners try to identify the characters involved. At the other level, within the content of a song, the unnamed character himself or herself asks questions, not necessarily expecting a reply.
In the following example, although a man sings, the speaker in the song is a woman.
Good, good, [is] his [body] ... 
I long for him.
Oh, where has he gone, my own one?
If only I could see him returning,
I would be happy! Ah!

gunmag gunmag nuye 
ŋaroweroweŋ nuye 
a	a	bale'nug ŋadug wam
ŋanayi gumbebmenin 
ŋawanmag-niwerin a a

Mariwa singing by 'Singlet' Miililŋa Gunwiŋgu 
               (book 14, song 60,13 March 1950)                         

Next, again a woman speaks in the song, although the singer is a man.

Where are they camping now?
They're making a travelling-camp at Maŋarubu. 
Day after tomorrow they'll be returning!
bale'nug bolgimi gabiriyu 
gabiriwo'yu maŋarubu 
malewi-bwiyiga gabirimdundeŋ

Guri singing by Paddy Bull (Wogiman 'tribal' 
origin), in Gunwiŋgu (book 9, song 19, 
4 February 1950)

These are very simple examples. Nevertheless they indicate that, apart from the question that is asked, there is an incipient element of speculation which goes beyond - but not too far beyond - the ordinary process of observation and comment.
There is, of course, a danger in making such an assumption, especially when we consider Western Desert song productions. For instance, the following six songs are from Balgo in the eastern Kimberleys. They come from part of a diŋari cycle which begins in the west and moves across the country to the east. In mythic context, it concerns Djilgamada (Echidna), who has stolen secret-sacred darugu boards from a Diyari ritual group (see. R. Berndt, 1970: 226-27); here, Diŋari are following Djilgamada's tracks to recover the darugu. The spears referred to in the songs are really darugu. The first six songs are sung in the main camp.
a) Diŋari lighting their way as they walk[at night], with firesticks.
(As they go along, the Diŋari kill small creatures with their darugm.)
(b) Carrying bundles of spears.

(c) Carrying spears across their shoulders,


(d) Spear bundles rattling as they walk,
(The darugu rattle. together.)
(e) Spear bundles knocking against the trees,
(The Diŋari are angry because branches knock them.)
(f) Moving through patches of bloodwood trees.	

('They name the various trees.)
(a) diŋarindi djinindi-nindila wuna-djundjuŋara
(b) yalwePu gulimanu gulada gulada
(c) gandjuma gandju-bundjuŋura gulada-yalindjara
(d) djilbarin-djilbarindjara
(e) djugu djugubuŋu yalweru yalinbana
(f) birlmadji waru-warula djalidjali birlmadj waru-warula


(a)	

Diŋari cycle, Balgo
(R. Berndt. songs 1 to 6,15 March 1960)
	
While such songs appear to be explicitly descriptive, they are actually just as cryptic as the more elaborately structured Djaŋ’gau songs. At its face value, a song of this kind makes sense in its direct meaning. It does have other things to say; but these other things cannot be anticipated unless the overall context is known, as well as the particular clues that are necessary for interpretation. One point is clear. Speculation rarely enters into this kind of picture because the clues are conventional. With the ‘gossip' songs, speculation is not so formally limited.

Directions in enquiry
In Arnhem Land, more obviously than, for example, in the Western Desert, there were opportunities, not so much for speculation as for interpretation; or, to put it another way, for variations on well-known themes. This was a recognized activity, and did no violence to established convention and literary style. Therefore, it allowed some scope for what we can call a traditional ‘breakthrough'. Opportunities were more circumscribed in song poetry, but less so in the telling of stories, recalling historical events, or reporting contemporary ones. There was more room for manoeuvre in these directions.
The first real insight I had into this process was when I recorded hundreds of dreams at Yirrkala in 1946-47 and at Oenpelli in 1950 (see R. Berndt, 1980: 285-87, 290-91). By the time I became interested in these I already had a reasonably good knowledge of symbolic representations expressed through song cycles and in ritual. Such symbolism was readily identified by knowledgeable men and women. In northeastern Arnhem Land songs included different words which could refer to the same phenomenon or creature. These could actually imply different levels of meaning; and such labels as ‘singing words', sacred as contrasted with ordinary words of everyday speech, and so on, were in common use.
One set of problems that interested me was, how were interpretations made (that is, on what basis), and how were they justified; and, importantly, the degree of personal involvement of the singers. One thing that concerned me was the conceptual separation of social structure from the ongoing process of events, and the interrelationship of these two dimensions, as keys to understanding more clearly how internal changes were taking place. Looking back on this, it is obvious to me that several important implications were involved. One, that I have already mentioned, was the continuing significance of the past for the present and for the future. Another was that a step forward had been taken by the people themselves, and not as something imposed on them by an outsider, such as an anthropologist: a step forward from direct interpretation to an intellectual appreciation of ideas. Although such a procedure is not equivalent to a systematic enquiry it does, nevertheless, point in that direction. Within the realm of knowledge, this assumes a development of great importance. While dreams led me to that assumption as far as northern Arnhem Land is concerned, it is quite possible that, for example, the ‘travelling cults' and different diŋari traditions of the Kimberleys would have done or could do the same.
It is beyond the scope of this lecture to demonstrate in any degree of detail the points I have made. However, it is possible to provide some indication of what I have in mind.
For this purpose I have chosen two versions relating to a similar theme, from the Djaŋ’gau cycle, which I have recorded at Yirrkala, Milingimbi and Elcho Island at different times and from different dialect-speakers. These concern the great mythic scene which dramatizes an important statement about role reversal between women and men. In the beginning, the Djaŋ'gau Sisters - and by extension, all women - possessed unquestioned authority to organize all the major ritual sequences and to be custodians of all the secret-sacred emblems. Men gained that authority by subterfuge, and for all time. This momentous event is mirrored in other Aboriginal areas (see C. Berndt, 1965, especially pp. 265-81). The first example here is one song and the lines are numbered. This was sung at Yirrkala by Mawulan (see R. Berndt, 1952: 232-33). I begin with the general translation. This translation has been slightly altered from the one originally published. Also, many of the words included here are in sung, not spoken form.
1.	 We move quickly, hips swaying, shaping the landscape with the point of the mawulan emblem ...
Carefully, buttocks swaying, filling our bags [baskets] with shellfish . . . 
We move quickly, with the aid of the mawuIan.
We [must] go to look at our things - the long cry of the djunmal bird warns us, maybe the fire has burnt them ...	
The younger Sister speaks:
5. 	Yes, yes, yes, Sister, we'll go and look! 
Hurry, indeed, go and look!
Not here, Sister! Everything gone [the sacred bags] that we left hanging here!
Only that tree, the claypan tree, is standing alone!
Hurry, quickly, with the aid of the mawulan, hips swaying, shaping the land  scape. They must have fallen, burnt in the fire.	
The elder Sister speaks:
10. Yes, Sister, truly, they must have fallen! 
Quickly, run fast to look for our bags . .
They must have gone, burnt in the fire. Nothing, Sister!
Here inside are these footprints - our Brother Djag'gau and the galibiyu novices, they may have taken them!

15. Hurry, pour the shellfish from our bags on to the glowing coals [of the fire]
But why did they take our sacred bags, leaving only the shellfish? 
Pour them on to the glowing fire, the smouldering claypan wood ... 
We leave them, to look for our sacred bags .. .
Why did they take them from us, like [children] playing?

20. We move quickly with the aid of the [mawulan] emblem, prodding the ground, we drag it along

The younger Sister speaks:
Yes, Sister, truly, we'll ask them - why did they take them? Why do they act like [children] playing?
Why didn't they ask us? Why did they do it?
Our [sacred bags] - they came sneaking and stole them, quietly, without asking!
Where is the sacred shade? There, Sister, on the wooden posts, hanging within the shade ...

The Djaŋ'gau Brother speaks:
25. [Coming] quickly, with the aid of the mawulan - truly, [our] Sister[s]! 
Hurry, young Brother!
Get those clapping sticks [says the Djaŋ'gau Brother]? They are coming closer! 
Those sticks, clapping them carefully, rhythmically beating, sound echoing from the mouth of the shade ...
Singing, clapping the sticks, from the sandhill mound in the sacred shade
30. They are coming close! Hurry, start the nara ritual, make the sound of the roaring sea, waves breaking and splashing.
For those Two are coming closer!
Clap the sticks fast, make the sound of the roaring sea, of waves breaking and spraying.
Carefully, make the sound of the roaring sea, for the sacred raŋga people who came from the transverse fibre of the uterus-mat . . .
Clap the sticks fast, rhythmically clap them!
35. They hear it, they're coming closer! They slacken their pace as they hear it, young Brother!
They can knead the cycad nut for us, whitening their hands, carefully [kneading] - it is proper, that way!
The elder Sister speaks:
Oh, stop, Sister! What's happened?
We'll get down in the mud, crawling along!
We leave it for them, for our younger Brother(s), it's proper that way. 
40. We shall knead the cycad nut for them, for our younger Brothers(s). 
We'll whiten our hands, kneading carefully - it is proper that way ... 
With our hands we'll hold the stone, crushing the cycad. We'll hang our fibre bags from our foreheads, collecting foods ...
We leave the ritual for them, carefully, it is proper that way.
Yes, yes, Sister, truly, we shall whiten our hands with cycad nut, grasping the transverse fibre of our uterus-mat, our sacred shade.
1. ŋah ŋanagan naruŋa lamindjuna dawalyi-yarbum dawalyi-yaralman djinaŋgai duldjiyuldji
ŋuwargay galanyimbduwa dareyuma 
ŋali ŋaragan gurundun naruŋa
ŋali galag-naman ŋaliŋgan daŋum ŋan wigara ŋadin bayiŋ-bai'eid ragaran ŋan nunu baya-daŋaldun daŋulda

5. yu-yu-yudamu yaba ŋali naman-yudun 
gaidju hi naŋun-galag
ŋaganbai yaba baiirŋun gwoyumam ŋug gwayumun 
ŋunam darbam woŋgainna daya djulumbal malŋumbam
gaidju ŋaraga gurundun lamindjun dawalyi-yarbum bi ŋan daŋalduwan-yulŋum daŋulda 

10. yu yaba bugudjilŋi bi baya-galag yubduwan
gaidjuwala maramia-ŋaria gaindjaryu-yuduwa ŋanal bi badjiwi 
ŋan baiiŋunan daŋaldun-daŋulda
baiiŋun yaba
djinaŋ ŋalin gumbuwanin daŋum nugum djaŋ'gauwun galibiŋun milwumbuwan
 
15. gaidju djulu'yuwan dambal guldwililwi djambala rindjareilil
bill nalbian danal ŋalin milwumbuwan ganagan 
djulu'yuyuwa daenbal ŋeiawiral maleŋumbal djulumbal 
ganagan ŋali naman badjiwum gundau'marauwum 
bana-danal ŋaliŋgu wogai-yuwun-ŋaidj

20. ŋali ŋaragan narurŋa gurunduna gunaŋei-yarbum gunaŋa-wariyun
yu yaba bugudjilŋi ŋali danalin gwumbun bana danal wogalyuwun-ŋaidj 
bana-wari ŋalin danal daŋagara dawuldji
ŋaliŋgu yululdjiwaram gayulma ŋaŋg'dunda-ŋara yumara
ŋala djarbulma gwoyum ŋunawei balman-balman gwoyum ŋunamu yawulyawulma bal'marayum balman-balman gwoyum yaba

25. ŋaraga gurundun djoii yaba bugudjilŋi 
gaidju yugulyuma 
maiaŋan-banyadiŋu daŋu galgidinaŋ 
daŋumgai bilmiŋ-ŋuram bilman bildji-wuldjin ŋuwargaŋ liwa daŋa djarbulŋa 
marag-maragduwa djinalaŋa dunarwolabu-ŋaraŋa balimarŋa ŋunamuŋa

30. galgidinaŋ gaidju muriyuwan guluwuŋan gulgayu galaraŋan 
bili dubal daŋu galgidinaŋ
maramia muriyuwa gabun yaguma wuluwuŋ yambarwoŋanŋia gulgayu-galaraŋ
ŋuwargaŋ muriyuwa malarareiŋu malararagu gwoiii yandal-yandal malawul-malawul
buyuwoi wogulwogulwi
maramia liwa bilma duwan bilmaŋura

35. dubal ŋama daŋu galgidinaŋ dubal ŋibaliyuldun ŋama duwan yugulul 
dubal ŋaliŋgu damar gadan-goŋ lurayamir ŋuwargargaŋ-manmu
wai yaba nafan
ŋalim naru galgian dambal gawul ŋali galyuŋa 
baiaŋan galag-ŋuwargaŋ-mana gudayan

40. ŋalim darnarŋa gadan dubaliŋgu gudawul 
ŋalim galag goŋ duriyabmiiŋ ŋuwargaŋmin 
bana gorŋan galag ŋalim woadjuruman damarŋa ŋalim danaliŋgu badji-wariyuna ŋarlgan gadan dulŋayuna
baian bana-ŋuwargaŋan ŋali gwumbuwan
yu-yu yaba bugudjilŋi ŋalim galag gon luraya-ŋiyin daŋum gadan boyum wogulwogulna yelagandjan
Riradjiŋu mada (dialect), Yirrkala. (R. Berndt, 
song 140, book 28, 7 April 1947)

This song is longer than most in this cycle, which are all rather long and in contrast to those in other parts of the north-eastern Arnhem Land bloc. For the second example, we have a Milingimbi version of the Djaŋ'gau given by Djunmal and Yilgali (both Liagalawumiri mada, dua moiety). The events pertaining to the theft of the sacred dilly bags, treated in one song in the Yirrkala version, are expanded to five songs in this Milingimbi version.
The two Djaŋ'gau Sisters speak:
Song	1. 	We hang our things, our sacred bags, on the sacred trees [posts of the sacred shade]
 W e go down for shellfish, many different shellfish [named) .. . .
Song	2. 	We heap them up as we go. Here we heap them up [carelessly], mixing them

The elder Sister speaks:
I think of my things, my sacred bags there - someone may take them! 
From among the white mangrove roots, we collect [shellfish] . . .
We leave the shellfish, we move along quickly. 
Maybe they've taken our things.
Those woŋar men of the Feathered Armband, of the Feathered String, of the Eye...

The two sisters speak:
Song 3. 	We hear that bird speaking, that blackbird . . .
We hurry along, hips swaying, with our sacred [rnawulan] poles.
We [must go and] see our feathered string bags, our sacred emblems . . Like a spirit, it warned us, that djunmal bird.
Here is the tide flowing in, bubbling, the pleasant sound of water.


The younger Sister speaks:
Quickly, hurry! Where have they taken them?
Who starred this fire, burning along? Maybe they were the ones!

Song 4. 	These are the tracks, maybe, of those who took them ...
Woŋar men of the Feathered String, of the Eye, of the Feathered Armband 
Our red-feathered strings, our sacred belongings.

The leader of the men speaks:
Song 5. 	We took them, the feathered armbands, the feathered bags and the emblems, they are ours!
You will walk by the water, for us . . .
You an not to look at [your emblems], I'll keep them; for you are women, I am a man!
You are not to come near our sacred shade;
You, close your ears, hold them, you're not to hear! I've taken over from you! 

The elder Sister replies:
And the sacred rock . . .! I shall make many people. Good! I will collect food.
1. ŋah ŋal'maram raŋgain giwilildja dial duga gurum darbaŋur maraŋadaŋur djudaŋur ŋali yawalgduna meibalgu dudjumu walawun bunjbu maŋau dugureigu  badjimuruŋu 
gagar maŋalgur.
2. ŋali durbmaram-mardji maibalndja dibal ŋali nirban-nirban waŋgain manaban 
bili ŋaragu marnabunan balaŋworal ŋuna badin-djau'yun
lugubi djabalawi ŋeialuwirawoi malŋumbalwi 
duwali ŋali ganana ŋali mardjin bundin 
balaŋayi djau'yun lidjalaŋ 
mayilwara guliguli wongidjdu geialwalŋuru milŋaniŋai

3. ŋalin duwal waragan worŋan gawudalbudal 
ŋali bundin lamindjuna ŋaliŋgaman
ŋali badin nama giwililna raŋgan dagalgalbinalwi djuribirin biliŋi-lidjalain 
mali galabuŋal djunmalyu gawudalbudal gawul
duwal ŋayi gabu ŋurudun bulbulyuna maralbindjuna 
bundi gaindjaryun wunan bili walal djau'yun 
yoldu nara-mardji gurda balaŋmag ŋurunudi

4.   duwalna waialwul mag-diaŋ-djau'yur
guliguli gaialwalŋurwi milŋaniŋawi wongidjdu buralgi milŋaniŋai ganbalaidjna
lidjalaŋ yiriyirin gunbug'gun guliwona guligulin gundamarain yanayanan

5.   bili ŋanabur djau'yuna ganbalaidjna giwililndja yiriyirin raŋgain guliwonain ŋanaburuŋoina
numainralna ŋanaburaŋgin
yaga numadu naman ŋaiadamduga bili mialg ni duwali ŋarain diramun 
yaga nidu guwaidjman ŋaraburin
nindu budurun mandain ŋaiadamamir yaga nidu ŋama 
ŋaradu yub'maraman nuŋu
manbun manburuwoina ŋaraindu malabumd mainmag ŋaraindu ralmina

Liagalawunuri mada, Milingimbi. (R. Bemdt,
 book 24, 12 May 1950: songs 85-89)

In comparing the two song versions it is obvious that the structure is very similar in each case, but the content varies a little. More information is given in the Milingimbi version, and extra details, but there is also a different emphasis. I do not intend to embark on a literary exposition. But I should say that the songs as they are read present what we can call a manifest meaning; as they are sung and heard by Aborigines they are dense with latent meaning. In these two versions we have a mythic account which explains and justifies contemporary male-female relations in religious and economic terms, plus interpretation which, in turn, provides an insight into the nature of human behaviour and the place of men and women in the natural order of the environment. In addition to this, I would hold, is a further process which exemplifies a conscious intellectual approach to the realm of ideas.
Like all forms of language, songs communicate messages which have to be understood - otherwise they don't perform the job for which they are designed. In Aboriginal Australia effort was not knowingly wasted in this or in other activities, so that what was conveyed had to be explicable to the listeners. Certainly, not all of them were expected to know all the meanings, all the symbolism and all the allusions involved. The message for a number of listeners could well be, in some circumstances, ‘This is something you don't understand. You understand the circumstances and the general relevance of these songs, but that's all. Or, ‘You don't understand these yet . . .' Or, ‘You know about one level of meaning, but you realize also that there are other levels, which we know and you don’t'. And so on. Such understanding rested, traditionally, on the processes of socialization in a particular community, including information about the way in which religious knowledge and action were compartmentalized as well as complementary.
That aside, what is demonstrated in such songs is that song poetry is, within a certain range, dynamic and flexible and subject to personal (and social) treatment. Provided a story has coherence and conforms with cultural expectations regarding content, it does not have to adhere to rigid rules about word-for-word accuracy.  It is not a question of ‘whose version is right?' - because all usually are, if designed for local hearers and not for alien consumption, where liberties outside local cultural taste may be taken with it. What can be said about these songs may also be said about others, and about the great heritage of oral literature which is current in Arnhem Land as well as in other parts of Aboriginal Australia. While all this is an example of the past being used for the present and for the future, the major point is how such processes reveal the realm of ideas. In recognizing this, we draw closer to understanding Aboriginal intellectual treatment of such material. Is it possible to see in this a kind of enquiry, in a relatively systematic way, tempered by aesthetic considerations?

External enquiry
A great deal of enquiry in Aboriginal Australia was far from being systematic, from an Aborignal as well as from an outside point of view. In my experience, traditionally oriented Aborigines involved in early contact with strangers were fascinated by what they took to be basic differences between those strangers and themselves, and curious about what they regarded as strange or unusual behaviour. In 1939 and 1941 there were still Aborigines coming south across the Great Victoria Desert into the Ooldea mission settlement, and to the transcontinental railway line, who had not seen Europeans before, let alone interacted with them. North-eastern Arnhem Landers were (in 1946) quite blasé in this respect, perhaps because their earlier curiosity had been satisfied by Indonesian contact, and later by the presence of an air force base at Gove during the Second World War; they already knew the answers, or thought they did, and had little need to ask questions. The people coming in to Ooldea did not know what questions to ask; and by the time they learnt enough of outside affairs to frame meaningful questions it was almost too late. However, within their own setting, they were moderately interested in people who inhabited areas outside their own recognized 'country'. (I use ‘country' to indicate a stretch of land wider than is implied by the currently used term ‘homeland'. I am speaking here of areas where mobility was limited and strangers, Aboriginal or otherwise, were rare.) Usually, they had information to impart about these other people, often disparaging, highly discriminatory, and not necessarily based on observation - mostly speculatory. They were apt to regard strangers living outside their own known country as being almost non-human. And they often spoke of themselves as 'people', or human beings, and all others as something quite different.
From the standpoint of any one Aboriginal community, Europeans who came to that land of ‘others' behaved and thought in this respect very much like the Aborigines - but much more assertively. Europeans too regarded those ‘‘others' (in their case, Aborigines) as non-human; but, unlike the Aborigines, they did not follow the precept of ‘live and let live'. Or rather, if they did, it was ‘live and behave in our terms, or not live at all!' How consistently that principle was adopted is more than adequately documented in our Australian history. What comes as a fresh shock is the attempted vindication by Patricia Cobern (1982: 32-33) of Australia's classic example of the systematic virtual extermination of the ‘traditional' Tasmanians, in spite of the overwhelming evidence that this in fact took place. There is no point in my elaborating on what she said, pernicious as it is, except to quote her two last lines: 'My research has shown that the only massacres that were carried out were those on white people by the natives. The killer that stalked the Tasmanian Aborigine tribes was the traditions and customs of the race, its face was not white'. This could well have been written 50 or 100 years ago. It is the kind of thing that was written and said then, in differing contexts and in different words - but what I have quoted was published in 1982! I should add that in one respect this Tasmanian statement does not diverge too markedly from Blainey's thesis in his book Triumph of the Nomads {1975; 228). For Blainey too, although he puts it less bluntly, the dice were loaded for the Aborigines long before the ‘Sails of Doom' appeared on the horizon (see R. Berndt, 1978: 530-33).
These claims are a deliberate or careless distortion of the past. They are designed, perhaps, to ‘whitewash' and redefine the course of past events, to justify European actions and European settlement of this country, and to ease any feelings of guilt that non-Aboriginal Australians might have about those earlier happenings. Such a stance goes along with an essentially negative attitude toward Aboriginal culture - however much this is concealed under what appear as positive comments in the Blainey study. The negative assessment is much more obvious in the Tasmanian example. Also interesting there is the way Cobern has written about Aborigines. It is not all that different from many accounts by European settlers, who were often meticulous in describing their own life and activities but hopelessly biased and ignorant even when writing about or commenting on such Aboriginal behaviour as they observed at first hand.
There are obvious pitfalls in trying to compile a social history of Aboriginal life from the reports of untrained observers, who usually evaluated what they saw through their own cultural vision and limited understanding. The result has been some almost incredible misrepresentations. The errors are compounded when ethnographic material is taken out of context and misinterpreted.
Of course, not all of the early reports were of this order. Many were instructive in the insights they provided into Aboriginal society and culture. But these were rare. Up to the days of Baldwin Spencer and Herbert Basedow, and even a little later, they were the ethnographic forerunners of the anthropologists. It is nevertheless true to say that Aborigines did not really speak through the voices or writings of outsiders until the advent of professional social anthropologists. It was some time afterward, however, that they began to speak directly to the outside world through their own voices, and were heard.
Speculation and casual observation were with us from the commencement of European settlement. But enquiry in a systematic fashion, heralding relative. objectivity (I emphasize the word ‘relative'), came only slowly - and has struggled for its very existence, even within anthropology. In spite of that struggle, it has achieved outstanding results which are not adequately recognized. One has to remember that for a long time professional anthropologists were very few in number. Moreover, professional anthropology, from the time of its inception in Australia (in 1925-26: see R. & C. Berndt, 1981: 539), concentrated on Aboriginal research within a broader comparative frame. In fact it was the only discipline which did focus on Aboriginal research - apart from occasional ventures by some others. The point I want to make is that, although Australian anthropological research was carried out in a number of areas within and outside this country, by far the most substantial part, in aggregate from 1925 onward, related to Aboriginal Australia. Detailed information about many Aboriginal cultures was being accumulated; and - what is important - the way this was done differed considerably from the way it was done in the past. Through improved techniques and methods, including working through local languages, it became possible to come closer to Aboriginal reality. Moreover, through the analysis of material collected, a greater understanding could be reached about the nature of Aboriginal cultures - how they functioned, and something about the underlying interests and motivations of the people concerned. Much, of course, depended on the training of the anthropologists concerned, and on other factors too: for example, how well they could cope with cross-cultural situations; their personalities; and the degree of their commitment to the research. Other things being equal, this, which we may call in general terms a scientific approach, was directly in contrast to anything which had been operative within the contexts of traditional Aboriginal societies.
One point needs to be made quite clear. Studying Aborigines, like studying Europeans, Papua New Guineans, and so on, does not depend or being Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal (or European...), There are advantages and disadvantages in physical and cultural identification between the person who is studying, and the people who are being studied. The colonial experience simply adds another dimension to this more general issue. Certainly a normal member of a particular society, as a fully socialized participant within it, could be expected to know a great deal more about its everyday running. However, without appropriate training, he or she would not be able to carry out the tasks usually associated with an anthropologist. Such research is, or should be, a collaborative undertaking, Aborigines participating along with research workers. Ideally it has always been like this, and still is. Ideally, also, Aborigines themselves should be research workers, trained as anthropologists - and working either among Aboriginal people, or in other situations, in Australia or elsewhere. In any circumstances, personal involvement on the part of an anthropologist, whoever the anthropologist may be, is a natural and realistic outcome - unless the anthropologist is a machine-like creature intent only on extracting information for his or her own purposes. Fortunately, this is not too common. It is a good thing that the interests of anthropologists and their co-workers - in this case, their Aboriginal colleagues and teachers - should converge. Nevertheless, this must be counterbalanced by the research worker being able to stand to one side from time to time, and able to look at what he or she is doing in a broader perspective. There is some truth in the statement that outsiders, persons not immediately involved, can see most of the game; and certainly social systems are not necessarily explicable in their own terms.
Having said this, I should add that social anthropologists have not been all that adept at coping with change, less so than Aborigines themselves. They have, of course, along with others, written a great deal about changes taking place in Aboriginal Australia - but often this is a matter of documentation rather than analysis. The reasons are obscure. Personally I think it has something to do with not coming to grips with variations, and trends toward innovation, in traditional Aboriginal society itself; not recognizing, for instance, that several versions of a myth, song, ritual performance, an ordinary event and so on, can exist simultaneously and all be correct. Also there is the problem of particular information being recorded by one anthropologist at one point in time, and then enquiries being made by another anthropologist about the same material at another time, producing a different account from the first. Whose version is correct? Comparisons of this kind are made frequently, and have been the cause of much heartburning, if not controversy. It is often a personal affront to learn that another anthropologist has found what you have recorded to be different from what he has recorded at another period. Your immediate response is likely to be that the other person must be wrong, you yourself are right. Sometimes that is. undoubtedly the case. Just as frequently, however, there is a lack of willingness to acknowledge that ‘times have changed', that particular information has been given a different emphasis, or simply that there are different ways of looking at an issue. Perhaps the most obvious examples refer to delineating land ownership and usage. But times have not always changed so radically; and even if they have, there is likely to be some continuity of theme which can be readily identified.

Providing information
Traditionally, Aborigines did not lead a hand-to-mouth existence, living for one day at a time. They looked ahead, in long-range as well as in short-range terms, and planned for the future. There is plenty of evidence for this: in religious rituals, especially those concerned with species renewal; in betrothal and marriage arrangements, and in everyday domestic affairs (see C. & R. Berndt, 1978: 41-60). They drew upon information from the past in their approach to environmental management, and to the ideals and actualities of relationships between people. Interpretation of the past in the light of present circumstances helps people to predict, at least roughly, the outcome of future events. The flow of information from one generation to another was of vital concern, and was regarded as an inbuilt assurance that their own way of life would be carefully perpetuated. This information flow was found wanting when the nature of alien impact became obvious, and when time-honoured solutions were applied and proved inadequate. Additional information was needed, although that need was not always recognized. Mostly, the necessary information was not forthcoming. If it was, it was usually in a form which could not be readily understood, or was downright misleading. This is how things were at the onset of alien settlement. And, to some extent, this is how things still are today.
The fact that this situation has not radically changed for very many Aborigines, has meant that they, especially in outback areas, are forced to rely on their own resources, while at the same time they come to realize that their own intellectual frontiers are narrowing. In traditional settings, this means that there is a growing scepticism, and not only among young people. One consequence is a hardening of conservative views and a greater reliance on past precedents, although these are not necessarily applicable in changing conditions. In some areas it has taken the form of a closing of the ranks - for example, an accentuation of religious secrecy. In others, the response has been more outward looking. The people involved in the Elcho Island (Galiwinku) adjustment movement, of the late 1950s and early 1960s, posed questions and attempted to answer them. The primary intention of its leaders was one of conscious re-formation, or reorganization. On the other hand, the djuluru of the eastern Kimberley, at least in the ritual manifestations I know about, was widespread and syncretic. It sought to come to terms with alien elements by placing them within a traditional setting. Much of the information used was incomplete, and in the process was redigested and reinterpreted - but nevertheless regarded as stating eternal ‘truths'. Certainly it has, or has had, the function of creating a protective screen, providing a feeling of security against a potentially hostile world - a world not of their own making, yet one that can be transformed into manageable and known dimensions. The fact that such an institution is based on inadequate information and misinterpretation, with little opportunity for people to check if they wanted to - and mostly they do not want to do so - creates a kind of artificiality. For the people of the particular area I am thinking of, Balgo, surrounded as they are with mining ventures, there is little doubt that they are more vulnerable than they were, and than they need to be.
In a rather different setting, urban and country town Aborigines were, in the early part of their history, faced with the cumulative disappearance of their traditional, lived-in, present - which rapidly became their traditional past, very much in the background. It was replaced, or integrated with non-Aboriginal materials, within the context of the policy and practice of assimilation - reframed to accommodate to their own social demands, or those imposed upon them. For them, there were rather more opportunities to check the inflow of information. The upsurge of Aboriginal identity which became apparent in the early 1970s was far more relevant to urban than to traditional Aborigines, who had been able to maintain continuity with their own traditional past. It was this development, however, which provided an opportunity for information to flow back to Aborigines generally. The ethnographic reservoirs of anthropological knowledge were available, but Aboriginal access to them was limited. The question was how to use them in practical terms, how to transform them to a level of practical communication.
This particular issue of information flow is vital. Put simplistically, information obtained in the course of social anthropological research in traditional and urban-rural Aboriginal settings is increasingly believed to be directly relevant in contem- porary circumstances, and should flow back into these settings. There are, however, several difficulties. First, most detailed ethnographic information has been obtained at times different from the time of its anticipated return. When it does flow back in that form, it re-enters an area under changed conditions: and its re-integration can- pose problems. Second, as far as non-traditional Aborigines are concerned, their interest in such material has to do with a generalized view of Aboriginal cultures rather than with a specific Aboriginal culture - although there are some who want to know about their own particular culture (when it is identified) which is no longer a living reality. Often their own background of knowledge depends almost entirely on ‘memory culture'. That is, it is made up, on one hand, of information which has passed from one generation to another by word of mouth; and on the other hand, of what can be gleaned from a motley of indifferent and often inaccurate sources about Aborigines. This involves a kind of re-education - in contrast to reabsorption, as is the case with Aborigines brought up in an actively continuing traditional setting.
It is important to recognize the highly complex nature of the information referred to here, especially where it concerns the question of feedback. Where processes of re-education and re-absorption are to be taken into account, probably a major issue is what form or forms it/they should take; what kinds of information, and in what degree of detail. The likely return flow of anthropological materials is minor when compared with the overwhelming impact of all sorts of non-Aboriginal materials, including that which purports to be Aboriginal. I am thinking here of the mass media and the schools. But we must also take into account the multitude of European advisers, consultants, lawyers, tourists, welfare officers, government agents, and so on, as well as schoolteachers, all of whom are caught up in the communicatory game at various formal and informal levels.
The constant flow of information into Aboriginal communities far exceeds what comes out of them. Because of this truly overwhelming situation, virtually uncontrolled, or uncontrollable, it is no wonder that the normal receptivity of Aboriginal people becomes choked and often blocked; no wonder that resistance is built up, and many Aborigines consciously adopt a closed and negative or self-protective stand against all this. If they didn't do so, if they didn't set up metaphoric filters through which such information can flow, ‘mental indigestion' would inevitably follow - as has been the case in a number of examples I know.
However, I would regard two channels as primary. One is the anthropological channel. The other comprises the information-exchange systems which operate over wide areas through face-to-face contact between Aborigines (that is, the informal or 'grass-roots' approach), which have been effective since the onset of Aboriginal-European contact. In both of these, Aboriginal receptivity is at a maximum. It is therefore important that we take seriously the content of such information, because the future socialization of Aborigines depends on this. 

Schools
The tapping of anthropological resources is most notable in the schools. Earlier school texts were notorious for the misinformation they supplied about Aborigines - or their failure to refer to Aborigines at all. They are only gradually being replaced by more informed views. There are also school ‘kits' which are focused on particular Aboriginal societies or on particular culture areas or regions. Some of these are good. Probably one of the most ambitious is the series edited by Williams & Fidock (1978 onward) on north-eastern Arnhem Land. Such kits are not intended solely for Aboriginal school use. Ignoring, however, non-Aboriginal usage, it is interesting to speculate on the likely results of information feedback of this kind through a school system which differs from traditional systems of teaching and learning, into the same community from which it originally came, and where, ostensibly, the same material is a part of the living culture. In a sense, depending on the period of time during which such texts may be used, and the degree of receptivity on the part of the schoolchildren, along with the proficiency of the teacher, we are faced with two simultaneously effective guides for action. One, in the schools, is relatively static. The other relates to an ongoing society, subject to changing directions, and having built into it some degree of flexibility, and some expectation of improvisation. Issues of cultural lag, cultural survival, and conflicting values are inherent in the presence of two such differing models, however closely they may seem to converge. There are, of course, further models which are being advocated within the Aboriginal context, where people are attempting to cope with non-Aboriginal contact.
This problem (or set of problems) is not peculiar to Aboriginal schools where Aboriginal curriculum content has been introduced. It is apparent also in other Australian schools where changing perspectives are recognized unevenly, or only obliquely, and where the heritage of the past (usually a very limited segment of that past) hangs heavily over planning for the future. Aborigines, some Aborigines, would argue, ‘Why shouldn't it?' Many other Australians would hold that such an approach is retrogressive. Some anthropologists would remark that the past is never very far away from the present.
There is another facet, among others, which needs to be considered. Texts about specific Aboriginal cultures as presented in schools where Aboriginal students come from different traditional backgrounds, may result in blurring of sociocultural differences, adding to a sociocultural mix which contributes to a generalized view of an Aboriginal heritage. In many cases this is what is actually happening. The information supplied, whether specific or general, is taken to apply to all Aborigines; and to some non-Aborigines, this means that it must apply to all urban Aborigines as well. One of the major questions today -- over and above those of land rights, political equality, and sociopersonal identity - is what Aborigines themselves mean when they speak of nurturing an Aboriginal heritage. The answers are not at all clear. Ironing out sociocultural differences between Aboriginal groups may well mean achieving, eventually, pan-Aboriginality; but that achievement has certain implications, which make it plain that the result will be a very different Aboriginal situation from what it is today, and very different persons whom we will call Aborigines and whom Aborigines will themselves identify as Aboriginal.
Remember that the amount of time devoted in schools (Aboriginal and otherwise) to a consideration of Aboriginal-oriented subjects is small, compared with educational aims which are relevant to the wider Australian society. Aborigines need to be able to cope with the outside world, or what is conceived as being the outside world. They are no longer isolated, even in the so-called remote areas of Australia, not even in their decentralized homeland communities. Many Aborigines are thrust into close interaction with non-Aborigines, whether or not they want this; and many mining companies operate literally on their doorsteps, if not within their home ground. These are facts of life for many Aborigines. The Social Impact of Uranium Committee (Northern Territory), functioning under the auspices of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, with federal funds, is probably one of the most significant units in recent times, set up to monitor changes taking place in Aboriginal western Arnhem Land. It has been clearly demonstrated that a people subject to such an impact cannot evade the social consequences, and these are very far-reaching indeed. The same is the case, in differing degrees, in other mining and resource development areas in the Northern Territory, Queensland, central Australia and Western Australia. A pivotal consideration is Aboriginal education. Aboriginal schools have been ill-served in regard to financial support, curriculum planning, general provision of facilities, and the availability of anthropologically sophisticated teachers. There are exceptions, but they are exceptions.
It takes only a little stretch of imagination to understand, now, why Dhupuma Aboriginal College near Yirrkala (in north eastern Arnhem Land) was arbitrarily closed by the Northern Territory administration a couple of years ago – ostensibly because money was not available to refurbish it and to keep it going. Despite that excuse, it has recently been replaced by the Nhulunbuy High School, designed to serve children of the Nabalco mining town. According to official reports (New Schools, 1981: 197), ‘a small number of Aboriginal students attend' that school. Another striking example is the new Jabiru Primary School, established to cater for secondary students from the ‘Uranium Province' until a secondary school is constructed (ibid. 20), while the Aboriginal school at Oenpelli languishes. These are by no means isolated cases.
The fact that Aboriginal schools must include an appreciable proportion of Aboriginal material, and that Aborigines themselves should have a greater part to play in them, is fairly well recognized. There is similar recognition that Aborigines need to be better informed about the wider society, if only to help them survive in relation to it. I won't go into the difficulties of integrating these two dimensions, which would not necessarily have complementary aims. The question of balance here is crucial if Aboriginal identity is to be maintained in more than nominal terms.
Television programmes are already operating in a number of areas where Aborigines are living. These are geared to non-Aboriginal audiences, projecting the same programmes as are available on the screens of television sets commonly in use by most Australians. This uniformity, with its contra-ethnic emphasis, will eventually be reinforced by Australia's domestic satellite-bounced programmes, which will be available to most Australians in ‘outback' areas, including children in the various schools. As adults we are, ideally, in a position to switch off. Children exposed to school programmes produced for general consumption will not have that choice. What is desperately required in all the main Aboriginal language areas are small radio and/or television stations run by trained personnel, including Aborigines. Programmes produced in these contexts would not only provide general educational and local cultural materials, including entertainment sessions for adults consisting of Aboriginal music, story-telling, drama, dancing, visual art, etc. They would also provide local and general news items with commentaries in the local language. Without my elaborating: not only could the Aboriginal background be sustained in a changing, realistic fashion, but communication in an effective sense would become possible. A project of this kind for western Arnhem Land, supported by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, has been before the relevant authorities for over two years now, without any indication of its acceptance and implementation even in a modified or in an experimental form.
The communication flow between Aborigines and other Australians is just as significant as communication among Aborigines themselves. Aborigines are talking publicly more than at any other time since Europeans settled in this country; and although it is difficult not to find a reference to Aborigines in the daily newspapers across the continent it is questionable whether they are really being heard - and if they are heard, understood. Perhaps that is slightly overdrawn, but personally I don't think it is.

An academic pursuit
Thinking back to scenes of one's fieldwork is like an imaginary cine film arbitrarily arrested for inspection at various points, and more vivid, more penetratingly alive than the cold words of one's notebooks. There are flashback images of naked desert men singing to the accompaniment of clapping boomerangs, marking the complex patterning on the windbreak-shaded sand, illustrating the content of their songs. A dilapidated tin and hessian shack a stone's throw from the Murray water's edge in South Australia where an old man, the last fluent Yaralde speaker, sits among the debris of what had been to him, and still was, an alien culture; and in that squalor telling me the myths of his now-almost-forgotten gods. A rubbishstrewn creek bed on a central-western Northern Territory pastoral station, where young men sit with bowed heads before a line of emblem-bearing and decorated ritual dancers. Orderly rows of tin and bamboo huts arranged within a wartime Army Settlement, where the night echoes resonantly with the rhythmic sounds of competing ceremonies, enticing us with glimpses into an assortment of different cultures. Scenes, hundreds of scenes crowding and jostling each other, as that imaginary film runs on and on through the past into the present, breathing life into events which are gone. Gone in that sense, but enshrined in words written in one's notebooks along with the knowledge they conveyed - still living, awaiting (as it were) an act of revival.
How far all this is from the cold portals of academia where the pursuit of knowledge is supposedly divorced from the dangers of subjectivity. Which is the real source of intellectual understanding? Scenes vibrant with emotion, with faith and feeling or the translation of those scenes into words, measuredly analysed, their implications spelt out for inspection by the profane eyes of (perhaps) anyone who cares to read them? Of course the answer must always be, both. But how, and in what sense both? Too often, however, we forget that behind our notebooks are living, or once-living, human beings who lived and thought and felt the things we write about.
Aboriginal studies as an academic pursuit is as old as professional anthropology in Australia. The amount of raw material that has been gathered over the years and the extent and range of publications is immense. The 1961 Conference on Aboriginal Studies (which preceded the setting up of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies), in its assessment, made that point: but since then the accumulation has galloped ahead. Needless to say, among this plethora of studies of Aborigines those that stand out as landmarks are few and far between. That aside, a great deal of the work which has been carried out in the universities (and a great deal of it, if not most of it, has been done there) has been framed within the context of disciplinary dictates which have been more or less obligatory. In spite of that, or because of it, most of these studies have been tempered by a consideration for the people who supplied the basic information. This was certainly the case in Sydney when Elkin held sway. For him, as for many of his students, the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake was not the end-all of anthropology. People were equally important. His Citizenship for Aborigines (1944) alone demonstrated that. So did the arrangements he made with the Australian Investment Agency and the Northern Territory administration for my wife and myself to look at problems of Aboriginal labour on pastoral stations. He did this with the express intention, and hope, that we should come up with realistic recommendations which could be activated to the advantage of Aborigines. That traditional commitment on the part of social anthropology vis-à-vis Aborigines themselves is a continuing one - whether or not they were trained in or associated with the Sydney Department.
‘Practical' or ‘applied' anthropology has been slow to develop in Australia. Mainly, perhaps, because this important area of anthropology has appeared to be less precise in its approach than what is thought desirable in the non-social sciences; and also, because it is open to subjective evaluation. Nevertheless, in spite of its limitations, the demands for it are inseparable from the kind of society we live in. And among social anthropologists - among many social anthropologists - there is a real concern for current Aboriginal affairs and for the problems which face Aborigines. But the number of persons professionally trained in anthropology who are directly involved in such activities is really quite small. This is in fact one of the ‘grey' areas. Increasingly, Aboriginal communities and organizations are 'being crowded with anthropologically untrained advisers, consultants and other directive-oriented and service-motivated personnel. Government-imposed economic constraints are being felt in Australian universities. Staff mobility is restricted, and younger graduate trainees in anthropology (for example) are forced to ply their skills, often, in a hostile open market - and against severe competition from untrained personnel who are focused on more or less the same employment goals. One inference here could well be the need for wider recognition of the significance of practical anthropology - and the registration of professional anthropologists. The situation which obtains today in this field of activity would not be tolerated by a truly professional association.
When the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies got under way it was initially concerned with filling those gaps in systematically recorded knowledge of traditional Aboriginal cultures which had been more or less defined by the 1961 Conference. Only through the relative strong-mindedness of the small pocket of social anthropologists were we able to broaden the mandate so that more attention could be paid to changing Aboriginal conditions. Even so, it was some years before the Institute was able to sublimate its reluctance to deal with what can be called contemporary social issues. Interest in these has grown, and is now taken very much for granted. They can't be ignored. They are a part of the current scene. And, therefore, they are a part of any field situation in which research is carried out.
One major move in this respect was the arrangement made between the Institute and the Northern Territory land councils for nominating anthropologically trained persons to prepare ethnographic substantiation for Aboriginal land claims which would be brought before the Land Rights Commissioner administering the Northern Territory Land Rights Bill. I have discussed some of the implications of this elsewhere (R. Berndt, 1981: 5-20). There are, however, two points which should be mentioned about this. One is the inflow of information, from anthropological sources past and present, including direct and indirect Aboriginal interpretation of immediately past events and what they mean, when Aborigines are faced with what is, from their perspective, an unprecedented situation: that is, having to articulate their demands for something they have always regarded as their own and have taken for granted as something beyond question. The other is that, while a person engaged to undertake such a task is carrying out an exercise in ‘practical' anthropology, that task is not an ‘applied' one, except in the sense of applying information within a specific, practical problem area - because what is usually sought from an anthropologist are ‘facts'.
‘Facts', however they are defined, are likely to change in shape or content in today's fluid situation - if only in regard to how they are framed, or what kind of selection goes on in presenting them: what bits of information are included, what are left out. And interpretation always comes into it. In land claim cases, there is an additional perspective on interpretation. They are interpreted in a court of law, although often with the aid of an anthropological adviser, by a Land Rights Commissioner who subsequently passes judgement. And it is the land councils and appropriate administrations which ‘apply' it. In this rather laborious process, there is considerable room for distortions of ‘facts', including the submergence of Aboriginal opinion - and anthropological opinion. As I have said elsewhere, there are more non-Aborigines (and institutions) standing between Aborigines and what they themselves now want than at any other time during their experience with Europeans - much more than during the so-called colonial period. The position in which they find themselves is by no means unique; all of us, or most of us, seem to be caught up in a 'no-win' situation. That aside, it does seem to be the case in regard to Aboriginal affairs generally.
I note only two examples in which I am personally involved. One is in Western Australia: the Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee, which is empowered by the State government to recommend the protection and preservation of Aboriginal sites of significance. The other is the Institute's project on the Social Impact of Uranium Mining, which I mentioned before. That project, concerned with monitoring social pressures being brought to bear on western Arnhem Landers, not only takes into account the views and attitudes of Aborigines, but is expected to present these in a strongly supportive way. In these and other examples, the obstacles encountered in connection with straightforward recommendations are formidable. Such obstacles are not necessarily intended, but seem almost to be built into government administration, social welfare, educational planning, community organization and political requirements, among others, as part of their structure or nature.
For good or bad, anthropology has entered - not deliberately, but because of its research imperatives - a potentially controversial arena. That potential is exacerbated when it rubs shoulders, as it must, with representatives of many nonAboriginal organizations, mining companies and so on, which have vested interests in Aboriginal affairs. The fiction of Aboriginal self-determination is (as it is for most of us) as far away now as it ever was in the heyday of assimilation. One thing is clear. If only in the interests of Aborigines, anthropology cannot retreat - not that there is any indication that it would want to do so. In fact, I can see only greater involvement on its part in a continuing collaboration with Aboriginal people. While our analytic tools are being sharpened by participation in today's events, a great deal has remained unchanged or is apparently changing very slowly indeed. The shadow of the past falls firmly across Aboriginal cultural perspectives, indicating directions which remain familiar to the majority of Aborigines: shadows which do vary in shape, since so many different factors of a non-Aboriginal nature are increasingly impinging.
Involvement by anthropologists in practical matters has, on the whole, strengthened their ties with Aborigines. These ties of friendship, of varying degrees of closeness, do not necessarily detract from our scientifically oriented research. One is a necessary component of the other. However, there are difficulties which must be faced if we are to help in providing reasonable solutions to immediate issues, solutions which Aborigines themselves can go on to consider further, make decisions, and take action accordingly. Apart from this matter of expediency, we are concerned with far-reaching issues which are more in the line of traditional anthropological perspectives. For instance, there is a vast array of sociocultural material displayed before us, through which anthropologists must find their way, and reveal their everchanging patterns. It is the exploration of these which brings us back again to those ‘cold words' of which I spoke: words recording what we have seen and what we have heard; words which when connected one with another form interrelated shapes, providing meaning, bringing ‘blood and flesh' to our understanding of a living people.
It was within that context, with that in mind, that Aboriginal studies developed: but as a subject in its own right it has only recently (as late as 1974) entered Australian universities. The reasons for its introduction are varied. For myself, I see its primary function as being a contribution to living in an Australian society (R. Berndt, 1979/1980: 512), over and above its providing more opportunities for students to understand Aboriginal life, both traditional and otherwise, in a more detailed and systematic fashion than can be attained in another context. However, it soon became very clear to me that a year's course could take into account only a fraction of the available significant Aboriginal material. There was insufficient teaching time to consider specific problems in more than a cursory way, and little time to cover practical issues. Even the introduction of short courses of this kind at other academic levels, and the fact that so many of our MA and PhD theses (in the Department of Anthropology, University of Western Australia) are on Aboriginal topics, did little to remedy this state of affairs. I don't think any of us realize the magnitude of this task until we commence to teach and write, and to talk with students: and I am thinking only of my own discipline, not of what others have accomplished and could conceivably do.
One significant task before us is to make the material we talk and write about warm and rich with life and meaning. To some extent this is achieved, partially, by our emphasis on fieldwork. But the atmosphere of the field is not easily transferred to the classroom or lecture theatre, whether or not Aborigines are involved. Some of us speak of ‘hard' and ‘soft' sciences. Aboriginal studies is neither ‘hard' nor ‘soft', but 'warm'. Sometimes it is only lukewarm, or downright cold!

The next step
The idea I mentioned at the beginning of this lecture related to the utilization of the ‘faculty' of imagination. For this to become a viable proposition within the context of enquiry, a recognized frame of common cultural understanding is required. That understanding has its basis within a particularized past, since any form of imaginative endeavour must commence with what is known: it may then proceed with reassembling elements from that past in order to plan for the future. To some extent this is latent in so much of traditional Aboriginal mythology, where the frame is known, but innovative expansions provide opportunities for interpreting fundamental ‘truths' within changing social situations. I don't want to overemphasize this issue of imagination, since I am really using the term in two ways. In each, however, I presuppose what is often vaguely called the creative faculty of the mind, or the realm of ideas.
In one way, to introduce the question of imagination is almost tantamount to declaring support for something that might be regarded as the antithesis of social scientific enquiry. In another way, if properly confined, the use of imagination enables us to perceive relationships between facts and to underline probable implications arising from them. Both aspects are present, and are indeed often warranted, in any piece of social anthropological writing which goes beyond the purely ethnographic descriptive level. As far as the first way is concerned, it is not solely the question of speculation which is at issue. Often, it emphasizes an aesthetic quality in particular events, where explanation in those terms is paramount. There are areas of sociocultural life, whether they be Aboriginal or otherwise, which are more responsive to such treatment than are others - in oral literature, song poetry, storytelling, music, drama, dance, values, innovation, personal approaches, and so on. In the broadest terms, these display distinctive qualities, which enable us to see and to understand differences as well as similarities between particular cultures.
Such concerns are not so easily transferred to what we can call the practical dimension. If we are interested in transforming ‘cold' words into ‘warm' ones, it is necessary to bring things together, to see them in relationship to one another - whether or not they express elements of complementarity or contrast. The question of integration, of things being put together into patterns and working, or made to work, is of major interest to anthropology. It certainly is as far as Aboriginal studies is concerned. For instance, there are two (among other) anthropological approaches. One relates to making a study of a particular Aboriginal society or community according to a special focus or theme (which can constitute a problem or a theoretical issue). How would that society, which is being investigated in those terms, look - anthropologically - if several different foci or themes were adopted: what degree of sameness would be apparent? Or, a study may be made of Australian Aborigines in general terms, where differences between cultures and subcultures are subsumed in order to achieve an overall view. Depending on the methodology adopted, the end results could vary quite considerably.
One of the most surprising things, in view of the importance of Aboriginal studies to all Australians, is to find that there is no department of Aboriginal studies within an Australian university. If any next step is required, that is one. Such a department should ideally be multidisciplinary, drawing into its orbit the varying expertise which may be harnessed to serve in understanding Aborigines and their social systems; and its practical component would be significant. The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies has it within its power to establish such a body, since on its Council and on its committees, as among its members, are represented most if not all of the disciplines which have shown concern in the past and in the present for Aboriginal issues. There are, of course, inherent difficulties in forming an integrated body such as this, where cross-disciplinary communication must be at a maximum. If we are to seek such an integrated approach, this seems to be the only viable way in which it can be done. It is unlikely, in the present climate of economic stringency, that a response will be forthcoming from an Australian university - not unless initial developments are specifically stimulated. Nor do I see this as what is popularly called a 'Centre of Excellence'. In my view, any department or centre which has to resort to such a device to advertise its wares is not worth its salt. Any department or centre should by definition be as good as it possibly can be; and if it isn't, there are devices, these days, to wind it up.
Nevertheless, one positive step has been the growing acknowledgement of the need for the intellectualization of Aboriginal studies, so that it becomes the concern and interest of all Australians - as a significant field of study in its own right, and no less important than others. For some of us, in our European past, study of the classics (deriving from ancient Greece and Rome) was what defined an educated person. Since those days, the vacuum which was left was filled to some extent, and nominally, by a broader cross-cultural view of the world, on the assumption that the more people know of how other peoples lived and thought, the more hope they have of settling disputes amicably - or of exploiting them economically, or politically? While that cross-cultural perspective is somewhat tarnished these days, it is still important. However, we must not lose sight of our own Australian roots, actual or putative. The Aboriginal heritage is still a force in the land, and gives every indication of continuing to be so: a unique body of Australian knowledge.
That heritage, since the time of early European settlement, has been there for sharing - potential, and partial sharing: but not for taking over. Other Australians have disparaged it, and cast it aside unthinkingly. It has taken them a long time to realize the richness of Aboriginal culture and what it has to offer. It has taken them just as long to recognize the stamina of Aboriginal people in the face of enforced changes and the occupation of their own land. The tide is gradually changing. There is every reason to hope that all Australians should have more than a passing acquaintance with changing Aboriginal cultures: not for the purpose of becoming professional Aboriginal-Australianists, or becoming scholars in that field, but to round off their own education, and in doing so to enrich their own intellectual development.
To accomplish this would involve a concerted effort, taking into account all the available formal and informal educational avenues. There is also a mutuality about all this since I am not thinking solely of Europeans making this effort, but of Aborigines sustaining the knowledge they already possess, and supplementing it and getting to know a great deal more about European cultural backgrounds, with each safeguarding their own cultural integrity.
Whichever way we turn, the past exerts its influence over us. Aborigines found this out and utilized it to their advantage, to plan for the future in a straightforward way. This is not just a lifting of the past, or a relevant part of that past, into the present. It can only be a past seen through the eyes of the present generation. In a sense, its transmutation makes it an element of the present, whatever that ‘present' may be.
Aboriginal wise men, cultured in their own terms, have always had much knowledge and experience to impart to oncoming generations of youths emerging as social adults. Such wise men were not necessarily conservative and retrogressive in their views. They weren't living in the past, and are not doing so now. Aboriginal youth of today, however, sometimes characterizes them in that way. Yet, what those wise men and women have to offer concerns the present, far more than it does the past, and is relevant to the future which now faces them. The past becomes irrelevant only when it can no longer be communicated to a living people, or where the channels of communication are closed. The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies is symbolic of those wise men and women, although by no means a substitute for them. It has a particularly important task to perform - and I sometimes wonder whether this is sufficiently realized by people within as well as outside the Institute. The Institute is concerned with holding and safeguarding the Aboriginal past for the future. The use which can potentially be made of all that accumulated knowledge, in its varying forms, is far greater than could have been possible without the active cooperation of Aborigines. With their participation, the steps which it is now necessary to take are more likely to be taken and will, consequently, be more effective.
The Institute of Aboriginal Studies (and I underline the word ‘studies') has a special mandate, and a special responsibility. It needs to foster the development of systematic enquiry, with an appropriate mixture of imagination and dedication. And it needs to do this with total integrity, total honesty, and total commitment, in a context that is free from political pressure and political manoeuvring. Only in those conditions can it help Aborigines to preserve, for Aborigines as well as for others, the heritage that is uniquely theirs, and to use the past for the benefit of their own future.
	


Postscript

It is two years since I prepared this lecture. Within that period governments have changed and to some extent so have their policies. A Labor government is now in power at the federal level, and the Labor-government states now include Western Australia. What I have discussed, though, remains just as relevant today as it was in 1982. Some of the points I raised continue to need urgent attention. Nevertheless, a few additional comments are necessary.
I mentioned under the subheading ‘External enquiry' the prevalence of careless distortions of the Aboriginal past, as well as some of the pitfalls inherent in reconstructing or reinterpreting the social history of Aborigines. There are very real issues here, which have crucial implications for the Aboriginal future, not least in political terms. While the prejudice in past events involving Aborigines as portrayed by European writers needs to be rectified and the record put right, there is no guarantee that Aboriginal views of social history will be less prejudiced. Distortions on both sides of the ethnic fence do not necessarily balance out to provide a more positive assessment. In such matters, differences between truth and falsity can be a matter of judgement; and where ‘the facts' are not recoverable or only partially so, the outcome can depend on who is making the judgement and in what circumstances. In the lecture I spoke of imagination as being an integral part of approaching certain types of material. But that is not the same as using one's imagination deliberately to create a view of the Aboriginal past and present, not for the historical record, but as a political device to achieve particular ends. The bases of evaluation differ considerably on both these scores.
One significant aspect is the concern of Aborigines with their own affairs. This in itself is a good thing, since over the years most of their control of these had passed out of their hands into those of the dominant Europeans. However, a reverse process is now taking place. This has meant that, increasingly, Aborigines are managing their own concerns and making decisions on a wide variety of matters. In many cases they have little interest in the wider society except where it impinges on their own, or where it is not possible to avoid its influence. In a sense this localistic view is a heritage of the past which has persisted into the present. It is most notable among people of Aboriginal descent whose traditional cultural continuity has been at a minimum. This is understandable where they have been threatened, or felt threatened. It is also, for those whose socio-cultural as well as physical background is partly European, a way of rejecting the wider society which rejected them in the past. Nevertheless, their overt or covert ‘identification against' the wider Australian population and its ideas and beliefs can be a negative factor in the present sociocultural climate. This requires serious consideration by Aborigines. It is undoubtedly linked to the communication channels I mentioned (under the subheading ‘Providing information'). Insufficient general information is reaching Aborigines, or ‘getting through' to them; and there are too few opportunities for stimulating varying lines of enquiry. Ways and means must be explored, to remedy this situation. Information about the practicalities of socio-economic living is only one feature here. Equally important are the possibilities of creating an awareness of intellectual pursuits both within and outside the Aboriginal context.
It is intellectual considerations which have suffered more acutely in the now relatively long history of intercultural clash between Aboriginal and European ideas. Responsibility for this state of affairs does not belong directly within the political arena. That responsibility falls squarely within the context of the schools and academic institutions, which should have been in a position to consider it more seriously and more comprehensively (and with greater comprehension. The answer to cultural survival and identity is not to be found in dichotomising Aboriginal from non Aboriginal features, even if that were possible. An intelligent appreciation of common interests and lines of approach is the long run, developmentally more valuable. That should in no way prejudice the unique contribution which Aborigines can make in respect of themselves and others. It is more likely that, such circumstances, Aboriginal distinctiveness can be maintained as a dynamic force in both thought and action. Certainly, there is more chance of these surviving than there is through an escape into a closed system. Closed systems of any kind are intellectually limiting.
Anthropology, or rather that special branch of anthropology which is committed to Aboriginal studies, has a much more active part to play in the present and the future than it had in the immediate past. Anthropologists have not had time or incentive to give serious thought to new directions; and Aborigines, in their turn, have not understood sufficiently (or had presented clearly to them) what anthropologists can or should do. In emphasising practical aspects of anthropology, the vital significance of research per se, or of research which may conceivably have no direct practical relevance (in short-range terms) should not be ignored. Aborigines have not been slow in recognising the actual or potential advantages of specific practical anthropological research within their communities - research that concerns particular social issues which may be facing them.
Some Aborigines have been less receptive to research which does not seem to them to have direct practical advantage to themselves. This attitude, when it is expressed, gives rise to restrictions imposed by Aborigines on anthropologists, approving or disapproving particular research projects, attempting to control their direction, and reserving the right both to ‘vet' and to censor what an anthropologist writes. The reasons for such moves are partially understandable in the light of previous experiences, not necessarily associated with trained anthropologists. Responsible academic and professional research workers cannot accept such injunctions, whether they come from Aborigines or from anyone else. They do, however, take into account the opinions and attitudes of the persons with whom they work. Difficulties which may arise in this connection can mostly be traced to an inadequate information flow. But another reason is that not enough Aborigines have received a tertiary education and not enough have entered the various professional fields, including anthropology.
I mentioned the importance of ‘practical' or ‘applied' anthropology. Recently, the Australian Anthropological Society has been discussing the setting up of a professional body and framing a code of ethics for anthropologists. A Professional Association of Applied Anthropology and Sociology has been established in Western Australia, along with a (national) Australian Association of Applied Anthropologists (which is to have its inaugural meeting in May 1984).
In my lecture, I mentioned the Western Australian Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee. Originally this was located in the Western Australian Museum, in order to administer the Aboriginal Heritage Act (1972) which concerns the protection of Aboriginal sites of significance. Difficulties which arose during the Noonkanbah crisis (1979/80) led to resistance on the part of the Museum's Trustees to being involved in political issues. In December 1983, this Committee and its Department of Aboriginal Sites were transferred to a government building pending decisions on their future role. A Labor government in Western Australia has honoured its pre-election promise to legislate on Aboriginal land rights. With that intention, it set up an Aboriginal Land Inquiry (in 1983) under Mr Paul Seaman, Q.C., with an Aboriginal Liaison Committee (under the chairmanship of Mr E. Bridge, M.L.A.). The future of the Aboriginal Heritage Act and the role of the Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee are included in the Seaman brief. Of particular importance was the holding of a Workshop on Aboriginal Land Rights at the University of Western Australia in December 1983 under the auspices of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. This was designed to provide an anthropological input to the Seaman Inquiry.
On another topic: The initial five-year period of the Institute's Social Impact of Uranium project draws to a close in 1984, but it is expected to be continued. Its significance should not be underestimated. There is a urgent need to establish similar projects in other areas of Australia where ‘resource developments' are taking place within the context of Aboriginal communities. While it is too early to gauge the results of changed federal policies in relation to Aboriginal affairs, there are indications that major thrusts will be made to ensure that there is a more direct involvement of Aborigines in matters that concern them, and to achieve a greater degree of uniformity throughout the country in relation to Aboriginal land rights and guidelines for resource developments on Aboriginal-owned, -held or -occupied land.
In order to keep pace with current developments, a greater degree -of financial commitment on the part of government to tertiary institutions is needed - if Aboriginal studies is to be developed along the lines I have suggested and if Aborigines are to be encouraged to enter universities to a greater extent than has previously been possible. There is one thing that Aborigines and non-Aborigines must recognise. Both parties have a great deal to contribute in relation to each other; and the future for both lies in mutual support framed in positive terms.

Ronald M. Berndt
 8 January 1984
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